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Love this! I find using Child Care Lounge to fulfill the requirements I need for training 

are very user friendly and convenient. Also, I like the wide range of topics to choose 

from. ~ Karyn H., Pennsylvania  
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 Online classes that are convenient and affordable! Our 

classes are convenient and affordable and can be taken 

from the comfort of your home and completed at your own 

pace. Child Care Lounge classes are approved in over 45 

states for professional development hours. 
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ORDER FORM 

 

 
 CLASS TITLE COST 
 

AJL1-Positive Discipline (6 clock hours)  $35.95   
AJL2-Using Books and Stories (3 clock hours)  $18.95 

 
AJL3-Proud to Be a Professional! (3 clock hours $18.95  
AJL4-The Anti-bias Approach (12 clock hours) $35.95  
AJL5-Infant and Toddler Care (4 clock hours) $23.95   
AJL6-Preschool Science (4 clock hours)  $23.95   
BJL1-Promoting Family Partnerships (10 hours) $58.95  
BJL2-Develop. App. Practice (4 clock hours) $23.95   
BJL3-Managing Mixed Age Groups (5 hours) $29.85  
BJL4-Learning Through Play (5 clock hours) $29.85  
BJL5-Separation Anxiety (3 clock hours)  $18.95  
CJL1-Taming Temper Tantrums (6 clock hours)  $35.95   
CJL2-Become…Professional Team (2 hours) $9.85  
ASZ1-Caring for Yourself (3 clock hours) $18.95  
DJL1-The Impact of Violence (3 clock hours)  $18.95  
DJL2-Recruiting Child Care Staff (4 clock hours) $23.95   
DJL3-Potty Training in Child Care (1 clock hour) $5.85  
DJL4-Marketing Your Child Care (6 clock hours)  $35.95   
EJL1-Tranquil Transitions (3 clock hours) $18.95  
EJL2-Reporting Concerns (3 clock hours) $18.95  
EJL3-Preschool Math (3 clock hours)  $18.95  
FJL1-Bullies: How to Manage… (2 clock hours) $9.85  
FJL2-Social & Emotional Skills (2 clock hours) $9.85  
GJL1-Toddlers: Terrific or Terrible (2 clock hours)  $9.85  
GJL2-Autism in Your Child Care (2 clock hours)  $9.85  
HJL1-Every Child Is Unique (3 clock hours)  $18.95  
HJL2-Understanding …Biting (1 clock hour)  $5.85  
HJL3-Observing Children (3 clock hours)  $18.95  
IJL1-Moving and Grooving (2 clock hours)  $9.85  
IJL2-Excellence in Child Care Customer Service (2 clock 
hours) 

$9.85 

 
JJL1-Principles of Child Dev. (2 clock hours)  $9.85  
JJL2-Theories of Child Dev. (2 clock hours)  $9.85  
JJL3-Class Environments (3 clock hours)  $18.95  
KJL1-Gather ‘Round for Circle Time (1 clock hour)  $5.85  
KJL2-About Adult Learners  (2 clock hours)  $9.85  
KJL3- Growing Gardeners (1 clock hour)  $5.85  
KJL4- Mentoring Methods (1 clock hour)  $5.85  
LJL1-While Children Play: Your Role  $5.85  
LJL2-Open the Door to Outdoor Fun and Learning  $5.85  
LJL3-ADHD: Understanding and Responding to ADHD in the 
Classroom  

$5.85 

 
MJL1-Routines and Relationships (2 clock hours)   $9.85  
MJL2-Where Everyone is Welcome (1 clock hour)  $5.85 

 

  

MJL3-The Best Ideas on Staff Management (2 clock hours)  $9.85 



 

 

 
MJL4-The Amazing Newborn (1 clock hour)  $5.85  
MJL5-First Friends  (1 clock hour)  $5.85  
MJL6-Cooking Up Some Fun (1 clock hour)   $5.85  
NJL1-Nuts About Nutrition  (3 clock hours)  $18.95  
NJL2-Rest Time or Chaos Time? (2 clock hours) $9.85  
OJL1-Preparing for Early Literacy – Developmentally 
Appropriate Practices (3 clock hours)  

$18.95 

 
OJL2-Communication and Conflict (2 clock hours)  $9.85  
OJL3-Preventing Misbehavior (2 clock hours)  $9.85  
OJL4-School Age Development (2 clock hours)  $9.85 

 PJL1-Addressing Traumatic Stress (4 clock hours / .4 ceus  
 PJL2-Time Management for Child Care Directors (2 clock 

hours / .2 ceus)  

$5.85 

 PJL3-Make Time for Music (2 clock hours / .2 ceus $9.85 

 PJL4-Build STEM Skills with Blocks (2 clock hours / .2 ceus $9.85 

 PJL5-Adopting a Child Initiated Approach (3clock hours / .3 
ceus 

$15.85 

   

You may also order by visiting our website at www.childcarelounge.com or contact us at 

customerservice@childcarelounge.com 412-885-5172 

 

 

 

Amazing System! I have truly enjoyed this particular class 

and gotten a tremendous amount of information that will 

translate directly into my classroom. ~ Madeleine Cobb, 

Oregon  
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